


The price of hundreds of millions of dollars in Taiwan is not nothing new, but the same value if you can live in 
New York Manhattan international master design (is really designed rather than name), that kind of honor is of 
course not the same day The Manhattan more than 100 skyscrapers mansion, the owners are from around the world 
holding a lot of money to come to the rich and famous, and this is located in the mid-town, and was NY Time Out 
as the top ten Manhattan Skyscraper's 56 Leonard Street is definitely the new target they are most interested in.

Light from the appearance of 56 Leonard Street a shot has been scared four, was dubbed Jenga Building (stack of 
music building) it, with irregular layers of the design, theoretically this arrangement can make each household has 
a different Of the landscape, and the private stability is better, and this interesting shape also let it become mid-
town the most dazzling new attractions.

So the exceptional construction team is of course a lot, and the Swiss Herzog & de Meuron office, which is 
responsible for building the Beijing Olympic Bird's Nest, is a pair of hands behind them, and in addition to the 
appearance they are responsible for building the building's interior. 56 Leonard Building is more than 250 meters 
(57 floors), providing a total of 145 units, the price band from the most cheap "$ 3.5 million to 5 million dollars; of 
course, if your net worth is that can be squeezed into a The kind of rich list, then the top of the asking price of 47 
million US dollars, covering nearly two hundred Ping penthouse may be your best choice.

But whether it is a room type of households, 56 Leonard that covers an area of nearly 500 Ping's household club is 
to make people feel "rich and beautiful" where the essence; can be in the high cost of Manhattan has nearly two-
storey (Such as the use of pseudo-Baroque wind destroyed)! Have a good view of the indoor 75-foot swimming 
pool, private cinema, gym sauna and banquet hall and other equipment, such a space with the facilities are located 
In the noble city of Manhattan, the kind of sense of honor, but there is a multiplication effect (po a Manhattan night 
swimming or fitness running to show off, praise should be considerable).



In addition to the public interest, the equipment within the mansion is not sloppy, the interior design is still organized 
by the Herzog & de Meuron team, they got LAUFEN for the tenants to create 56 Leonard custom bathroom 
products, as well as for the whole house Provide custom design.

Of course, it is conceivable that, although the tenants here are very private, each elevator is only shared by two 
residents, but the neighbors who live here, nothing more than the Wall Street Golden Boy, business owners, and 
even The Middle East Hawker or the rich second generation from Asia, with the top of the pyramid people to 
become a good house, it is no wonder that it's very fast sales, hardware and software are victorious, 56 Leonard 
Street such a case but not in the tube What the economic downturn.
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